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From a literature search, identified characteristics of 
effective learning websites	
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content menu that allows a non-linear interaction	

appears on every page of the site	
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Content is only a click or two away	
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Headers, fonts, and graphics help viewers orient 
themselves in the website.	

Pages in each section have the same photographic 
header.	
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Website is a portal for students to interact with 
classmates, editors, and instructor outside of class.	
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Links that take the viewer outside of the website or 
placed together on a separate page.	
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Majority of Respondents:	

	

Visited the site 1-2 times a 
cycle	
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productive members of the 
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In general, students 
responded positively to 
the use of the website	
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Common Responses	

	

“Easy to navigate”	

“Clear”	

“Very organized”	

“Easily accessible”	
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Majority still felt that 
more class time was 
needed, and suggested 
that we meet twice a 
cycle instead of just 
once	
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However, each respondent had 
one scenario that puzzled her.	
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availability of materials online promoted student 
satisfaction	
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layout helped students visualize the structure of 
the course	
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A learning tool still needs active, 
human engagement to be effective	
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assignments independently?	
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The Perplexing Talk-Aloud Scenarios	

Discussion:Talk-aloud 
Interviews	

One student couldn’t find a slideshow on the welcome page, 
but found it after a few tries.	

Discussion:Talk-aloud 
Interviews	

The other two students puzzled over a scenario that asked 
them to find a particular handout. They were unsure of what 
they were looking for.	

The Layout Checksheet	

Discussion:Talk-aloud 
Interviews	

Is the problem with the website, or with the wording of the 
question?  Or, is it an instructional issue?	
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Conclusions	

Class website seems to have a positive effect in the affective realm.	

	

Conclusions	

When a website is designed using characteristics of effective 
websites, students perceive the class materials to be organized, 
accessible, and clear.	

	

Conclusions	

Online resources do not entirely compensate for limited face-to-
face time.	

Other factors, such as course schedule, student perceptions of 
workload, impinge on student productivity and attitude.	

	

Conclusions	

Do students learn more in a class that has a class website?	

	

What can be done to extend learning and productivity outside of class?	

	

Remaining 
Questions for 
Further 
Research	

Thanks for watching!	

Questions or Feedback?	

